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Methodsfor the analYsis
qf seismic hazards in

mines are reviewed as
illustrations qf the
techniques that are
being used in some
South African mines.
The classical parameters
that describe a hazard
are the seismic activitY
rate, 'A,the
Gutenberg-Richter value,
b, and, occasionallY, the

maximum regional
magnitude, mmar The
activitY rate is
calculated readilY owing
to the inherent simplicitY
qf its definition. The

evaluation method
presentedfor the
Gutenberg-Richter b
value takes into account
the presence qfmmar
Three statistical
procedures are described

for the assessment qf

mmar'in which the
maximum observed
magnitude, Xmarlplqys a

crucial role.
Qften, the coTJfigu-

ration qf mine seismic
networks is changed, or
the networks are
improved, which
inevitablY gives rise to
changes in the
completeness qf the
seismic catalogues. The
routine analYsis qf

seismic hazards must
account for these time-
dependent changes.
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Introduction

The classical description of seismic activity is
based on the seismic activity rate, A,which is
equal to the number of events with magnitudes
greater than, or equal to, a defined magnitude
level. mmin'during a specified time period, T; the
parameter b in the Gutenberg-Richter relation;
and, sometimes, the maximum regional
magnitude, mmax'

The Gutenberg-Richter relation takes the
form

logn(m) ;a-bm,

where n(m) is the number of events not less
than magnitude m, and a and b are parameters.
A high b value indicates that a small fraction of
the total number of seismic events in the region
of interest has high magnitudes, whereas a low
b value implies a large fraction of high
magnitude events. Establishing the b value for a
region can be important in the assessment of
seismic hazard, since high levels of ground
motion are often associated with damage or
rockmass weakening that occurs as a result of
seismic events of high magnitude.

Despite the value of the above approach, the
quantitative comparison of seismic hazards
between different mining areas and periods is
difficult if one looks only at the parameters A,b, .
and mmax' or at probabilitytables. A conceptthat
allows for these difficulties is the integrated
volume of ground motion (VGM)1,2. The VGM
value is a single number that integrates the
probabilities of seismic events occurring at
different magnitudes described by the
Gutenberg-Richter relation [1], and a relation
between magnitude, distance, and peak ground
velocity, over the magnitude range of interest.
The resulting VGMis equal to the total volume of
the rockmass affected by peak ground velocities
not smaller than a certain critical value.

The following sections describe both the
classical approach and the VGMparameter for
the assessment of seismic hazards in mines, and
applications are given for the mining region in
South Africa known as the Far West Rand
(FWR).
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Procedure for the Assessment of Seismic
Hazards

[1]

Assessment of mm..

At present, there is no generally accepted
method for the estimation of the maximum
magnitude, mmax'It can be estimated from
empirical relationships between the magnitude
and various tectonic and fault parameters3-5, or
from the extrapolation of frequency-magnitude
curves and the use of strain rate or rate of
seismic moment release6.7.McGarr8used such an
approach to evaluate the maximum possible
magnitude of seismic events in mines. The value
of mmax can also be evaluated from statistical
procedures9-l2. We here describe three statistical

procedures for the elevation of mmax' in which

the maximum observed magnitude, Xmax' plays a

crucial.

Method I

In the case of limited and/or doubtful seismic
data, or when one wants to obtain quick results
without going into sophisticated analysis, the
following rule13would apply to the evaluation of

mmaxfroma data set ofXl sX2 s ... SXn-l S Xmax:

mmax
;

Xmax + (Xmax- Xn-l), [2]

where mmax is an estimation of mmax' and Xmax

and Xn-l are the largest and the second-largest
magnitudes observed in the region (fore-shocks

and after-shocks excluded).

Method 11

In this approach, the condition for the evaluation
of mmaxis based on some properties of the end-
point estimator of a uniform distribution. It is
known that, if a random variable, ~, follows a
uniform distribution in the range <O,a>,where a
is an unknown, the unbiased estimation of a is
equal to14

A n + 1 f:a = -~max'
n

[3]
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A methodfor the
evaluation qf hazards is
reviewed that
accommodates varying
levels qf quality in the
catalogues.

FinallY, the concept
qf the volume qf ground
motion (VGM) is
presented. This is a
technique that allows

for most aspects qf
seismic hazards in Imines. The advantage qf
the VGMis that a

Ihazard can be described
by one pJwsicallY

.
significant value: the
volume qf rock
(cumulated over a time
period) in which the
ground motion exceeds
some critical particle
velocity.

Datafrom the gold-
mining region in South
Africa known as the Far
West Rand is used in a
demonstration qf the
discussed methods qf
hazard analYsis.
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! where~max is the maximum observed value of~,
, ~max= max (~i' "'~Il)' and n is the number of
i observations. Since the value of any cumulative

I

distribution function, F(m) , foJlows the uniform
distribution within the interval <0,1> then, by

, the replacement of ~ by F(m), where F(m) is the

I

cumulative probability function of magnitude m,
the following relation is obtained:

n + 1 ( )l=~F Xmnx ,
n

whereXmaxis the maximum observed magnitude
in the catalogue. Let us assume that the
magnitude of the seismic event, m, foHows the
double-truncated Gutenberg-Richter magnitude
distribution'S 1":

) l-cxp[~f3(m-mmiIl)]
F(m = ~ 'I-CXPL-/3(mmnx -mmi")]

for mmiIl :5 m :5 mmnx'

where mminis the known threshold of
i completeness of the catalogue. When the number

of events, n, is substituted by I.T, in [4], where I.

i

is the activ~tyrate and T is the,span of the
catalogue,mmax' we get, after sImple
rearrangement,

I ' --~l j, ( .) )fIlmnx -
f3

IIIcxP -fHnmill -

~. . ~,~. AT+Il
[exp( f)mm"J cxp( fJXmaJ]

AT r
I Method III

In this approach, the evaluation of mm"xis
i obtained from the condition that, during the

span of the catalogue, T, the largest observed

i magnitude, Xmax'is equal to the largest expected

" magnitude:

Xmax = EXPECTED(XmaxIT).

The formula for the largest expected

I

magnitude, EXPECTED(X",) 7), is given by 11

EXPECTED( Xmnx IT) =
[8]

El (Tz2) - El (TZ2)
mmax - ( )

I

f3Cxp - Tz2

mmaxexp( -AT),

I wherezi=-t.A/(A2-AI),A,=exp(-f)mIll1ll),A2=
exp(-~mmax)' and E, (.) denotes an exponential

I

integral function1?:

I

E](x) = fcxp(-~)/i; d~.
.\

Since, for most real seismic data, Tzl > 1 and

Tz2> 1, El (x) can be approximated as
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[4]

I E()
_I, ( ) x2+alx+a2

~I x - -cxp -x 0
"x x- +b]x+ho

I

where a1=2,334733, a2 =0,250 621, b1 =
3,330657, and b2= 1,681 534. Formula [10] is

I

an approximation of the exponential integral
function with a maximum error of 5'105 for

I
1,;;

~~a~;ons [6] and [8] are in fuH agreement
with our intuitive expectations: the larger the

I

period of the observations, the less the estimated
maximum possible magnitude, mIllax'deviates
from the maximum observed magnitude, XlIlax'

[10]

Assessment of to

[5]

I
The simplest formula for the assessment of the
seismic activity rate, I., foHows from its
definition:

A = n / 1', [11]

[6]

I

where n is the total number of events with

I

magnitudes greater than, or equal to, the
threshold of completeness, mmiIl'and T is the

I

span of the event catalogue, On the assumption
that the occurrence of seismic events in time
foHows a poisson distribution, the approximate
standard deviation14 of I. is equal to I.I/c,It can be
shown that the activity rate corresponding to any
magnitude between mmiIland mmaxis equal to

I

A(IIl) = A[I- F(m)] , [12]

[7]

where F(m) is the Gutenberg-Richter double-
truncated cumulative distribution of magnitude [5].

In addition to relation [12], several other
relations can be obtained from this model. One
immediate consequence of the model is that

i Rp(m), the mean returnpen'od (mean time
interval) between seismic events having a
magnitude equal to, or greater than, m is given
by

Rp(lIl) = 1/A(IIl). [13]

Such a simple model of seismicity and

I evaluation of mean return period are applicable
. only if the catalogueof seismicevents is

I complete and the magnitude uncertainties are
small. If the catalogue is incomp]ete, or if some
of the information was recovered from inaccurate

i records, or if the catalogue contains different
types of magnitude estimations, then more

I advanced procedures must be applied, as
described later.

[9]

of
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Assessment of b

Numerous observations indicate that seismic
events induced by mining in many respects
follow the same rules as those obeyed by natural
earthquakes. A prominent concept in the
analysis of both types of seismicity is the
frequency-magnitude relation [1] introduced by
Gutenberg and Richterl8.

Several efficient statistical procedures are
available for the evaluation of parameter b. To
demonstrate the maximum likelihood method,
we describe the classic procedure for the
evaluation of the b parameter introduced by
Aki19and Utsu20.21, which is performed under the

assumption that magnitudes are continuous and
unlimited from the top. Then, the formula
obtained for the b evaluation will be corrected
for the presence of mmax-

If the magnitudes of seismic events are
assumed to be independent, identically
distributed random variables, the frequency-
magnitude Gutenberg-Richter relation [1] can be
written in the following form:

f(m) = fJexq-fJ(m-mmin)]

or

F(m) = 1- exp[-fJ(m - mmin)} [15]

wheref(m) and F(m) are the probability density
and the cumulative distribution functions of
magnitude m respectively, m is regarded as a
continuous variable that may assume any value
above the threshold value mmin'and ~ = b In(10).
If the magnitudes are considered to be
independent, then the joint probability density
for the set of N magnitudes mi (i =1,..., N) is
equal to the product of the individual probability
densities f(mJ. The maximum likelihood
estimate of the parameter ~ is the value of ~ for
which the likelihood function L (.), proportional
to the joint probability density, is maximum. The
maximum likelihood condition can be written as

L(fJlml"'" mN) = const IT t( milfJ) = max,
i=1

[16]

or equivalently

N a
.}:a'R

In t(mdfJ) = O.
1-1 P

[17]

The classic Aki-Utsu estimate of the
maximum likelihood of ~ is then obtainedI9.2°:

fJ =
1

,
< m > -mmin

[18]
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where the sample mean magnitude < m > =
"im/N. From the central-limit theorem it follows
that, for sufficientlylargeN, ~ is apprdximately
normally distributed about its mean value equal
to [18], with the standard deviation equal to

(

2

)

-1/2
A a 1nL A

ap=-ar =fJ-!N. [19]

The standard deviation of b is obtained by
dividing &~by In (10).

For an estimate of time-varying seismic
hazard, and for the prediction of impending
seismic events, the approximation of a obtained
for a time-dependent ~ is more useful. Shi and
Bolt22showed that, for large samples, N, and
slow tempora.! changes of ~, the standard
deviation of ~ is

[14]

A

{

N ff
1/2

Gp=fJ2 i~I«m>-mi?/LN(N-1)]
}

.
[20]

Since its first derivation in 1965, the
Aki-Utsu formula [18] has been used
successfully in a great number of studies that
had entirely different patterns of seismicity. This
approach has, nevertheless, a significant
shortcoming, Le. the assumption that
magnitudes are unbounded from the top.

The maximum likelihood estimate of ~ for
continuous magnitudes between mminand its
upper limit, mmax'was derived for the first time
by Page15. It is easy to show that, if the upper
limit of magnitude is taken into account, the
cumulative probability-distribution function [15]
takes the form [5], and the density distribution
[14] is

t(m)=
fJexp-fJ(m-mmin)

.
1- ex -fJ(m - mmin)

[21]

Following the described procedure, the
maximum likelihood equation for ~ iS15

1/ R=< m > -m . +P mm
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It often happens that, as a result of changes in

I

thedetectioncapability of a seismic network
arising from changes in the instrumentation and
station coverage, the catalogues of seismic
events can differ in different intervals of time. Let us assume that our catalogue of seismic
This time-dependent incompleteness of events can be divided into 5 subcatalogues (Figure

I catalogues makes them unsuitable for use in the 1), Each of them has its span r; and is complete,
evaluation of seismic hazards based on existing starting from the known magnitude, mlnlln' For

I procedures. In this section, a procedure is each subcatalogue i, let xI = lxii,°nl, the apparent
described that facilitates the use of catalogues magnitude and its standard deviation, with
with different thresholds of completeness, and j = 1,...,1/"where n, denotes the number of events
incorporates the uncertainty in the determination in each complete subcatalogue and i =1,...,5, If the

I of earthquake magnitudes. The proposed size of seismic events is independent of their
procedure is a maximum-likelihood method for number,the likelihood fUllCtion Li(l"lllxi) of the
the estimation of hazard parameters, namely the unknown parameters (J'\,/e) is the product of two
maximum regional magnitude, mm"x'the seismic functions: the likelihood functionof parameter 11,

activity rate, t" and the b parameter of the L[\(['llx,), and the likelihood function of parameter
Gutenberg-Richterrelation. /" L;(lJx,). If the occurrence of seismic events in

I

Following Tinti and Mulargia24, let liS time forms a Poisson process, and if the
assume that the observed (apparent) magnitude magnitudes obey the Gutenberg-Richter relation,

I

is distortedbyan observationalstochasticaIly the maximum likelihood functions of parameters/.
independent error, f, If the error is assumed to and I')are respectively equal to

I benormallydistributedwiththestandard 1

[ ( ) I ( ) ]" ]
deviation0, the density and cumulative I; (i,lx,) ~

"m" "I'-}' m:"",
. r, ),

m:"",
. 7;

,
[28

I probability-distributionfunctions of the apparent 1 and
magnitude becomeI2

1 LIJfilx.)= COIlSlfI](x'ilrni,(J'I)'

1"1[25] 1

I The ~xact evaluation of gfrom equation [22]
reqUIres a knowledge of mmin and mmax, and can

I be obtained only by recursivesolutions.
Nevertheless, a simple approximation of p is

possible. From relation [22] it is clear that the

I maximum likelihood estimate of [1 by the classic
Aki-Utsu formula [18] is greater when the

I presence of
mmax is ignored. Thus, a proper

estimation of 11can be obtained by use of simple
I formula [18] and then by correction of the result

for the expected bias, Consequently, following
I relations [18], with accuracy to the second term

of the Taylor expansion of [22], the 11value
I becomes23

P = PI) (I - K max ),

'

(m - m
'
)ex p[

- f; (m - m )]
h'"", = Po

",."
m~: (

0 m."

)]
mi" .

I - 'x -; m - mc, I 0 m", mi" [24]

and 13 is the Aki - Utsu estimator [18].IJ

Evaluation from Incomplete and Uncertain
Data

-.( I ) -
I(mlmmin'cr)j x mmill - .

( I )
,

]
-

/,
mmio mmin'CJ

- F (m l m U ) -F (m, l m .u )
F(I,) m",' """"""',. m m a-.

mm'
I-F (m, l m,u )

I

mm m",'

I

.JULY 994

I where

I(IIIIIII""".")~IJ'/\(III)!(/I,-A:)'C"(IIIIIII"",,.,,).

['("'I'" ")~[A Imill
1("'I].(AI .\ ) lJ Im 1

'"
"r),,

"
mo]

C ,(1111111 , .,,),
mill

cxp(y)

[

,(111"",,--111 \ ,(111
,,

1]~ ;-- cr\ ---;;:r;- + Y) +cr,\
~~ 2

- ;')
,

f),
(1111/11""" { [ (Ill III ) ].

"
) ~ A, erf

"
\ ~"'" + I

[ (Ill -Ill ) ]d, err

:;~ 2
1

[23],
-2(-"(1111111",,,")'\(111)1 :{\ 1(111)].

[26]

where A (m) = exp(-11m), erf(.) is the error
function, y = 11o/Y2, and m ;" mmm'

Finally, if the model in which the density
function vanishes below the cut-off magnitude,

tnmirl' is unrealistic (in practice the transition
occurs gradually), the relation between the
apparent activity rate, X(m), and the 'true' rate
takes the form

-

exp(y)

[

(m,,-m \
]

),(m)-).(1I1)- I+cri'
\.

m."

"

, +Y ) [27]
:2 U'\ :2

[29]
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I

TI

SPAN OF THE CATALOGUE
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deviation

m2
I I.. ~T2---";",

etc.
T2 . I

..\
I

Figure 1-lIIustration of the data that can be used to obtain seismic-hazard parameters by

the procedure described in the text. The approach permits the combination of the parts of

the catalogue with variable thresholds of completeness (ml, m2' m"...) and uncertain
magnitudes. It is assumed that the observed magnitude is the true magnitude distorted by a

random error that is normally distributed with the mean equal to zero and the standard

deviation, a (marked by thick vertical bars)
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In the relations [28] and [29], const is a
normalizing factor, the apparent activity rate is
defined by relation [27], A(m~in) =
A[1-F(m~inlmmin)]'and mminis the 'total'
threshold value of magnitude. The only
condition in the choice of this value is that mmin
cannot exceed the threshold magnitude value of
any part of the catalogue. Relations [28] and
[29] define the likelihood function of the sought
parameters for each complete subcatalogue, i,
where i = 1, ... s. The joint-likelihood function
based on the whole catalogue is given by

s

L(A,f3lx) = IT Li(A, f3lxj)'
i=l

The maximum likelihood estimate of ~and ~

are the values of Aand ~ that maximize the
likelihood function [30]. The estimation of mmax

can be carried out by the introduction of
condition [6] or [7], or of some additional
information.

Assessment of Potential VGM

The VGMintegrates the probability of
occurrence; the rate of events; and the relation
between magnitude or logarithm of seismic-
event energy, distance, and peak ground
velocity. It does this over the magnitude range of
interest"z. The VGMdefines the total volume of
the rockmass affected by the peak velocities not
smaller than a critical velocity, v, over a period of
time,T:

The Joumal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

Xm""
VGM = AoT f f(m)V(m, v) dm,

mo

[31]

where mo is the minimum magnitude of a
seismic event considered to be important from a
damage point of view, Xmax is the maximum
observed magnitude during the time interval T,
and Aais the activity rate of seismic events with
a magnitude not smaller than mo:

exp( -f3mo) - exp( -f3mmax)
Ao = A

exp( -f3mmin) - exp( -f3mmax)
. [32]

f(m) is the probability density-distribution

function [21], where mmin is replaced by mo, and

V(m, v) is the volume around a seismic event of

magnitude m in which the peak ground velocity

was higher than some critical value, v. V(m, v)

can be derived from the following equation:

In v= aim + a2lnR +a3

which, after simplification, takes the form

V(m, v) = AvCexp(-3alm/a2) ,

where A = r exp(-3a3/a2), and C = 3/a2.

Including equations [32], [33], and [34] into
[31] and integrating give the analytical formula
for the ca1culation1.2of VGM as a function of mo
and v:

( ) exp(-Bm )-exp(BX )
VGM mo,v =Av')'TfJ/B 0 m~ ,[35]

exp(-Bmmi") - exp(fJmm~)

where B = {3+3a/a2. In this case, the peak
ground velocity, v, is expressed in millimetres
per second (mm/s) , and the value of the ground
motion in cubic kilometres (m3),

[33]

[34]

Examples of Application

[30]

Evaluation of mma.

The described procedures for the estimation of

mmaxare applied now to seismic data from the
FWR mining area in South Africa. The catalogue

was compiled from bulletins issued by the
Geological Survey of South Africa. The data
cover the period between January 1972 and

December 1991, and are complete from a

threshold magnitude of ML=2,8, The maximum

observed magnitude (Xmax) for the catalogue is
ML=4,8.

Method I for the evaluation of mmax is the

most rudimentary procedure, and gives an mmax

of 5,0 for the FWR. The more sophisticated
methods, Il and 1II,both give the same mmax of
4,83 :to,32.
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Evaluation of Seismic Hazards from
Incomplete Data

For the purpose of illustration, the catalogue
I from the FWR was modified to give varying

levels of completeness and uncertainty. From
1972 to 1985, the data were assumed to have a

I
standard deviation of 0,3 magnitude units and
an tnminof 3,3. Between 1985 and 1990, tnmlll
was set to ML=3,O,with a standard deviation in
the data of 0,2 magnitude units. FinaIIy,
between 1990 and 1991, the magnitude
uncertainty was established at 0,1, with an tnmin
of 2,8.
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Figure 2-lIIustration of the VGM and the seismic-hazard parameters that are used in the
calculation of the VGM. These data apply to the FWR region

~ 184 '994

From the complete catalogue with tnlll!"= 2,8,
},(m = 2,8) is known to be 8,48 :t 0,18 events per

I month, and f\ is 2,50:t 0,06 (h = 1,06:t 0,02).

I By use of the methodology given earlier and of
the incomplete catalogue, }.(tn =2,8) was found

I to be 11,35 :t 0,34 events per month and f\ was
3,82 :t 0,10 (h = 1,62 :t 0,04). The differences are

significant between the two catalogues, even
I though both sets of data are from the same area

(FWR). This shows that variations in the quality
of the data within a seismic catalogue can have a
significant effect on the evaluation of seismic

I hazards.

Assessment of Potential VGM

I
Figure 2 illustrates the results from an assess-
ment of the VGM variations in the FWR between

I

January 1985 and December 1991. The cata-
logue from 3,1 was used for the evaluation, and
a window of 1 year was used in the analysis.
From a damage point of view, the minimum
values of local magnitude and peak particle
velocity considered to be important are ML=I,O
and 100 mm/s, respectively. Figure 2 shows the
activity rate, 'A,in events per month for tnnll,,=2,8,
the estimated Gutenberg-Richter h value,

X"1<'"
and the variations in VGM.This figure serves as
an illustration of the information that is

I integrated to give the potential VGM.It should be
noted in this example that the large variation in
the b value between 1986 and 1989 has a
significant influence on the VGM,despite the

I d
. .,

dxrop In actIvItyrate an
"'"X'The advantage in the use of the VGMconcept

is that a hazard can be described by one
physicaIIy significant value. However, one must
realize that the VGMfilters our smaII variations
in seismic hazard. It is inevitable that some
information contained in a hazard evaluation
will be lost by the smoothing together of X"'dX'

b,
and /.. Nevertheless, for the routine evaluation of
hazards in mines, the VGMis essential. The

I analysis is relatively simple to complete, and the

results are easy to interpret. Furthermore, the
VGMis a useful tool in the presentation of
seismic-hazard analyses to mine management in
that the concept can be understood by people
who have no background in seismology.
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Summary

Standard methods for the evaluation of seismic
hazards in mines are reviewed in this paper. A
typical hazard study in a mining area would
involve the estimation of the Gutenberg-Richter
value, b, and the activity rate, A,and the
determination of the maximum magnitude, Xmax'
that occurred within some period. A more
detailed analysis would also include an estimate
of the maximum possible magnitude, mmax'that
could occur in the mining region.

From time to time, the configurations of mine
seismic networks change and improve, which
reduces both the level of completeness and the
uncertainty in seismic catalogues. The methods
described here can be used in evaluations of
seismic hazards over periods in which the
statistical nature of the catalogues have changed.

Finally, the paper gives an additional
parameter for the evaluation of hazards; the
potential volume of ground motion (VGM).VGM
is a one-dimensional description of a multi-
dimensional seismic hazard. Information is
inevitably lost with the implementation of the
VGM,but the parameter is essential for the
routine evaluation of hazards in mines, and also
serves as a useful concept in the presentation of
hazard evaluations to mine management. .
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